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Perform multiple functions with one versatile machine.  Used by itself or as the perfect companion to your PalletPal, the 
PalletPal Mobile Leveler can deliver and remove loads up to 3,000 lbs. quickly and easily without the expense of a ride-on 

fork truck.  The straddle design accepts any pallet or skid.  One PalletPal Mobile Leveler Straddle can feed multiple 
PalletPals.  A 115V battery charger is hard wired right in with the machine. 

 
 

 *Straddle design legs >>>>   The wide stance between the legs allows access to ALL “forkable” containers 
      and pallets up to 50” wide and can load/unload the PalletPal levelers 

 
 Increased accessibility >>>>  Reduces the work station floor space required for loading and unloading 
 
 Narrow, low mast >>>>    Provides high visibility for positioning and transporting at the work station 
 
 Vertical load position >>>>   Infinite control of load height for the best advantage of the operator 
 
 Up / down pushbutton on handle >>>> Real operator convenience when picking up loads and transporting 
 
 Dual wheel steering >>>>   Provides real control and maneuverability in tight, confined work areas and  

      narrow aisles 
 
 Positive wheel locks >>>>   Convenient hand actuated brake provides positive locking 
 
 AGM battery >>>>    Absorbed glass mat batteries are spill proof, leak proof, maintenance-free and 

      the state-of-the-art in industrial storage battery technology (see Tech Sheet   
      E-12 for additional information) 

 
 Battery capacity indicator >>>>  Convenient LED indicator displays battery capacity at a glance 

 
 Guarded caster wheels >>>>  Wheel “sweeps” reduce the possibility of running over objects, especially toes  
 
 Two year parts and labor warranty >>>> The strongest warranty in the industry – backed by the best reputation 
 
 Meets USA & European codes>>>> Not only meets the US safety requirements for stackers, it complies with  

      the more conservative European standards 
 
 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>> Reduces the possibility of system leakage and promotes long seal life 
 
 Pressure compensated down speed >>>> Controlled descent under all load conditions - loaded or empty 
 
 Pivot shafts and bushings >>>>   All ball bearing bushings are sealed and lubricated-for-life and bushings are  

      self lubricating 
 
 
 
 The width between the straddle legs is offered from 38” to 50”. The maximum desired width must be specified at time of order 

because it cannot be altered in the field; this is a factory setting. It is available in 2” increments (38”, 40”, 42”, 44”, 46”, 48” or 50”). 
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See Tech Sheet CS-18 for additional information on pallets and skids 


